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1.1

Welcome
This utility allows you to import items into a Store Operations or HeadQuarters database from Bikealog®, a bicycle industry product database. Advantages include the ability to categorize items
automatically, format descriptions, and create matrices during the import process. JumpStart is the only
import utility with a direct interface to Bike-alog for Microsoft RMS, a DRS exclusive.
JumpStart also allows you to import data from participating suppliers who can provide a product catalog
file in standard format. This level of integration provides you with the most current and accurate data
including new items, price changes, and stock availability.
JumpStart can be run in POS and Manager, or as a standalone application on a backoffice workstation.
A subscription to Bike-alog® is required for extended functions and fast data import for all
brands and product lines. Bike-alog also includes a new photo library for product images.
In a single store environment JumpStart is installed on PCs running Store Operations. In an HQ
environment JumpStart is only active on PCs running HeadQuarter's Manager. While Bike-alog itself can
be installed at the local stores, you cannot use JumpStart to import data at the store level in an HQ
environment. This is because item and supplier databases must be maintained by HeadQuarters
Manager. You can, however, run Bike-alog and JumpStart at local stores to locate items, then use DRS
SO Tracker™ to quickly add an item as a special order.
You can use JumpStart to:
Build a comprehensive product catalog in RMS without keying in most data (point and click)
Quickly search Bike-alog or participating supplier files directly from within Store Operations or
HeadQuarters
Import items from Bike-alog on demand including supplier sources and photos
Search by dept/category/sub-category, brand, part number, GTIN, description, and more
Add Bike-alog Want List items to RMS in seconds
Search Bike-alog suppliers for contact information
Preview product lines by brand (all or filtered by dept/category/sub-category)
Import Bike-alog supplier data with contact and extended information
Load bike models into size/color matrices in a few clicks (with photos)
Add new items including matrix creation; copy option for quick adds
Add new suppliers or sync RMS suppliers with Bike-alog information
Assign a direct link supplier as alternate supplier based on GTIN match
Make a direct link supplier the primary supplier for items on file
Import/update product catalogs from participating suppliers
Update existing items in RMS with Bike-alog or supplier data
Deploy style sheets for creating new item matrices in seconds
Create QuickLoad files for batch import based on historical purchases from vendors
Tag items for quick matrix entry or batch import
Enter inventory counts and print price labels during import
NOTE: For JumpStart to fully function you'll need a current subscription to Bike-alog. Other
features may be dependent upon compatible product catalogs from suppliers. If you do not see your
favorite brands represented, please have your supplier contact us for instructions.
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1.2

What's New?
The following enhancements have been added since the initial release of JumpStart.
By December 2021
Removed licensing requirement, expiry date, and copyright restriction.
This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CCO 1.0.
To view a copy of this license, visit: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0
November 2016
Added Cycling Sports Group catalog download
Removed Electra Bicycle Company (no longer supported by supplier)
January 2014
Added Pearl Izumi as a direct link supplier under JumpStart tab
Added Shimano as a direct link supplier under JumpStart tab
Changed QBP Stock Check to use new API
Updated Giant "Mark discontinued items as inactive" routine to not use DRS_Giant_Avail table
Updated licensing routine to show expiry date in header when 30 days remain, starts flashing when
15 days remain, and displays registration key form upon startup when 5 days remain
January 2013
Added Louis Garneau as a direct link supplier under JumpStart tab
October 2012
Added Electra Bicycle Company as a direct link supplier under JumpStart tab
June 2012
Changed email message used for sending registration request
Moved registration key to database so retailer has to enter it only once for all workstations
Added time limit to the registration key. Updated Registration form and About form to show the
expiry date
Added Pennsylvania as an option for QBP warehouse
Added code to show QBP's stock check by warehouse
Added Downeast Bicycle Specialists as a direct linked supplier under JumpStart tab
Changed Giant Bicycle stock check to use WebService for real-time check
June 2011
Added Setup option for J&B Importers
Added ability to specify Home Warehouse for QBP, Specialized and J & B Importers
Changed Giant Setup form to allow only one Home Warehouse
Added code to import cost and price during Quick Load
Bug fixes:
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Fixed bug that was preventing the cost, price & child item buttons from working when importing J&B
Importers Items
March 2009
Added J&B Importers as a direct link supplier under JumpStart tab.
Added code to view and download Specialized product pictures
Added code to view Specialized warehouse availability
Added Label4 for Cognitive printers (label with store name)
Added code to set Commission Mode for all new items to Sales Rep schedule
Changed the URL used to download QBP Item pictures
SmartEtailing.com users: Added ability to view product details for QBP products (Info button to the
QBP item detail and QBP Image forms); this only works if user has SOC enabled on their website
and has specified a search page URL under QBP Setup
March 2008
Added code to all forms that save to ItemDynamic table when connected to HQ to also save cost
Added ability to add direct link suppliers as alternate suppliers to items based on GTIN match
Added ability to make direct link supplier the primary supplier for items that have it as a supplier
Added code to all matrix creation forms to fill gaps in subdescription with a period (so RMS 2.0 item
properties does not display an error)
October 2007
Bug fixes:
Added code to Price A-C sub form used when importing items to use Show Cost setting for margin
fields
Added code to Child detail entry form used when importing items to use Show Cost setting
Fixed code in style sheet import modules to work with RMS V2 database
Added code to all matrix forms to populate the matrix dimension table in RMS v2
Fixed bug in Retail price calculation if Bike-alog markup table was used but Margin was selected on
the Markup/Margin form
General:
Added code to allow user to pick between using the Email client or Notepad for registering
Added code so all forms center on the main form
Added code to all matrix forms to save department, category, supplier and tax to ItemClass table for
RMS v2
Added Specialized as a supported supplier for Item and Matrix Import
Added code to forms that save changes to warn user if the user tries to close the form without
saving changes
Updated the query used to update Items using Bike-alog to use new Bike-alog tables for Group and
Matrix_item
Added code to Bike-alog search routine to use Matrix_item table for MPN and GTIN search
Added code to all Bike-alog search and import routines to use Other_GTIN field that was recently
added
Added Batch import for Bike-alog items
Added batch import form for Giant, Hawley, QBP & Specialized
Changed UCC to GTIN (Global Trade Identification Number) on all forms and messages
Added code to all Matrix forms to allow full screen view
Added _Maximize grid form default option in Setup
Added "QuickLoad" button when Supplier tab is active; allows user to import Quick Load list from a
2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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file or enter the list on a form.
Added "QuickLoad" checkbox on all the supplier import lists; checking this limits the list of items to
the QuickLoad list and combo filters only have the entries for the QuickLoad list
Modified all item, matrix and batch import forms to read the Qty from QuickLoad list when importing
in QuickLoad mode (direct linked suppliers only)
Added QuickAdd checkbox on Setup tab and code to add QuickLoad items to QuickAdd table in
RMS database.
Added code to all item/matrix/batch import forms to pop up the label printing form if Qty is entered
Added code to Giant/Hawley/QBP/Specialized item import forms to allow user to add the supplier to
an existing item
Added code to Alias save routine to remove carriage return if it is present in the alias before saving it
March 2007
Changed Price ABC form to use 2 decimal places for all settings
Added code to reset database name if error is returned while creating custom index; allows user to
enter correct database
Updated QBP stock check to use version 2.1 of CatXML
Added code so title will flash if expiring within 3 days
Added code to decide if database is RMS v1 or v2 and read info from appropriate table
Made changes to Register form to show the SN for v1 and ID for v2 database
Updated About form to read store details from HQ Configuration table when connected to HQ
database
Added code to encrypt the password in the registry
Updated Add Button utility to also encrypt the password
Added ability to email key request from register form; message includes store details
Added ability to add picture to New/Copy form
Updated Hawley stock check to show "as of date/time"
Made changes to accommodate new data/changes in Bike-alog
a. Loading the list using combos and search button for Frame/Frameset
b. Loading the Brand combo for Frame/Frameset
c. Item detail, Image, Item import, Copy, Matrix Import forms and description routine were
modified to work for Frame/Frameset
d. Added code to read GTIN and MPN from Matrix_Item table if they are not in item table
e. Added code to read GTIN and MPN from Matrix_Item table if a bicycle is being imported that
only has 1 size and color
Hawley import - Added code to parse UOM field to determine if items should be imported as parent/
child; any items that have a numeric component in the UOM (ex 5/pk, B/10, etc) are treated as a
parent/child candidate and the numeric part is used as the breakup
QBP Import - Added code to use units field to determine if items should be imported as parent/child
Changed code so units field is not used to set MPQ for QBP Items
On Supplier form set cursor to first field on form load
Updated the image for email button on all forms to the new one we are using now
Updated all the supplier routines (Giant, QBP, Hawley) used to update MPN and GTIN so that MPN
and GTIN are assigned to the child if an item has child
Updated the Bike-alog and supplier picture updating routines to also update missing pictures and
skip URLs
Update message for Bike-alog photo service error to a generic message - "Image source not
available Contact Bike-alog for more information"
Added code to all supplier update routines to update Item's last updated date
Fixed bug on the Price ABC formulation form so last combo is not visible when * or / are used
Added code to the routine to mark discontinued items as inactive to skip the item if the supplier
2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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table does not have data
August 2006
Added Hawley Company as a direct supplier catalog link (requires DRS Linker™)
Add warning message if user closes New form without saving
Fixed the problem with JumpStart going to the back after closing some forms
Added code to delete ILC from Alias when saving items
Updates to all style sheets reflect changes made in DRS Power Ops™
Added code to New matrix form to ignore empty dimensions so user can create a matrix with one
item
Added code to the New matrix form to hide subdescription columns if data is not provided for those
columns
Added code to New matrix form to save Extended Description if one is entered on the new item form
Enabled and added code to save RSL/ROP for HeadQuarters - all forms and grids
Added code to all forms that save to item table to delete ILC from Alias when saving items
Added Giant dealer levels to the dropdown used to set price level
Added code to look in the directory created by Bike-alog to see if the image has been downloaded
before
Made changes to use the new groups and matrix_items tables in Bike-alog database to get
subdescription titles and values
Changed picture update code to check all items and also update items that have a picture file name
but picture is missing
Changed code to allow negative RSL in all forms and grids
Added the same message as Power Ops on New form if user closes without saving
Added ability to mark discontinued items as inactive for Giant, QBP and Hawley
Fixed bug that was giving error when importing Giant Helmets
February 2006
Option to Import Description Overflow to Ext. Description
Added Bike-alog Markup Table
Enter quantities during imports and assign a reason code
Set default to Display Large Picture
Import available pictures with items (suppliers and Bike-alog photo library)
Price Calculator for ABC price levels and upper/lower bound
AS option added for default ILC (requires DRS AutoGen™)
Style Sheets for matrix item management
Sync mode for quick supplier setup
Direct supplier links such as Giant Bicycle USA and Quality Bicycle Products (requires DRS
Linker™)
Check stock availability at participating supplier warehouses (requires DRS Linker™)
Improved matrix import with auto-populated component descriptions
Bike-alog update options for Full Description, GTIN (UPC/EAN), MPN, Pictures, or a combo (Full
Description, MPN, GTIN)
Direct supplier update for Pictures, MPN, Supplier Cost, GTIN, or combination (GTIN, MPN, Cost)
Updated routines to load data faster
New Tutorial link (see About, Online Tutorial)

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Add Button to POS

6

If you did not perform this step during installation and you want to run JumpStart on a POS station,
select Start, Programs, Digital Retail Solutions, DRS JumpStart, Add Button to POS.

Click on Add Button and a confirmation message will appear.

Exit POS (if already running) and return to POS. The Custom POS Button should appear on the right
side of the screen.

If Custom POS Buttons are not visible on your screen press Ctrl-F6 Screen and select the Transaction
Screen tab. Check off the display option and enter a percentage relative to your screen resolution
(typically 12-18%).

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Click OK to display your settings.

1.3.2

Database connect
From your Windows Desktop select Start, Programs, Digital Retail Solutions, DRS JumpStart,
JumpStart.
Once JumpStart loads select Database, Connect.

This will pop-up the login window:

Database Login:
Server: Name of your RMS server. Use (Local) if JumpStart is installed on the PC where your RMS
database resides.
User Name: SQL Server User Name (default = sa)
Password: SQL Server Password for above user. Your SQL database password is created when you first
installed MSDE or SQL Server.
Database: The name of your RMS database (located under RMS Administrator, File, Configure).
Connection Timeout: 15 should be fine; increase if you have a slow network connection.
Click on Connect to confirm connection. If successful you will be returned to the main screen.
If you will be using JumpStart in an HQ environment imports will only be performed on the HQ database.
You can install JumpStart at the store level in Store Operations, but the Import button will be disabled.
NOTE: The initial entry of database connections settings will update these settings for all DRS
applications currently installed. Subsequent changes will need to be entered for each application on an

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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individual basis.

1.3.3

Registration
From your Windows Desktop select Start, Programs, Digital Retail Solutions, DRS JumpStart,
JumpStart.
Once JumpStart loads select About, Register.

This will pop-up the registration key entry window.

IMPORTANT: Your company information must be correct before requesting a registration key. To edit
your company information select Store Operations Manager, File, Configuration, Store tab. For an
HQ key select HeadQuarters Manager, File, Configuration, Accounts tab, Billing Statement
Return Address. Make sure company name, city, state, zip, and phone number are correct. There is a
charge to re-issue a registration key for an incorrect address or change of address.
RMS v1.x: Your serial number will begin with QC for Store Operations or QH for Headquarters.
RMS v2.x: Your serial number will be an alphanumeric entry.
Serial Number: If your serial number is not listed correctly, you must first connect to your database.
To secure a license key, click on the envelope icon
and follow the instructions to email your serial
number and company information to register@digitalretailer.com.
Key: When you receive your registration key, insert the key into the box provided and select Save. This
will license all PCs running the same version of the application on the local network.
Expiration: Date shown will indicate the last day the software will run without renewing the license, To
renew, click the envelope icon

and follow the instructions.

NOTE: The expiry date will show in the title bar of the application when 30 days are remaining and start
blinking when 15 days are left. The registration form will appear when 5 days are remaining. You should
2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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renew your license during this period to ensure continued operation. Click the envelope key and follow
the instructions. The expiry date is also displayed in the About form.
NOTE: If you are installing a DRS bundle and connect to a Store Operations database, you can enter the
master key and it will be saved for all applications in the bundle that support a master key. If you
subsequently connect to a HeadQuarters database, you must enter the registration key for each DRS
application even if it is the master key.
IMPORTANT: This application is licensed by workstation count as defined in Store Operations
Manager, Databases, Registers, Register List. The count is listed in upper right. Additional licensing
fees apply if you move from one count bracket to another (1 PC, 2 PCs, 3-5 PCs, 6-10 PCs, 11-15 PCs,
etc.). A new license key is also required.

1.3.4

RMS Settings
JumpStart is designed to work with matrix items where Sub-Description 1, 2 and 3 are assigned the
captions of Size, Color, and Brand. If you are using these fields for other functions you may need a
customized version of JumpStart. Contact our Support office for details.
To label the sub-description fields select Manager, File, Configuration, Captions button, Item tab.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Labeling these captions does not prevent you from using these fields for other entries besides size and
color (such as length and diameter), but we recommend sub-description 3 be reserved for brand name.
Next you will need to enable Show previously defined Item SubDescriptions under Manager, File,
Configuration, Options, Item options.

If you installed Bicycle Bundle or our IBD Starter Database, you can also take advantage of the DRS
dept/category key based on Bike-alog.
2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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This dept/category key is included with the IBD Starter database. You can also import this key into your
current RMS database by contacting DRS Support (support@digitalretailer.com).
NOTE: If you are using JumpStart with an existing RMS database, you will map the categories in Bikealog to your own dept/category key while importing items.

1.3.5

Bike-alog®
To utilize JumpStart's import features you must also install Bike-alog on each PC where JumpStart will
be run. Or you can deploy Bike-alog's network setup (see Bike-alog Help). Your subscription to Bike-alog
must also be current (within 30 days of expiration date). JumpStart will attempt to locate product images
on the Bike-alog CD first, then search for images on Bike-alog's online web service.
When you are installing Bike-alog select the Best Performance option (the default).

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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NOTE: Once Bike-alog is installed you must run Bike-alog once to properly register the
application in Windows. Otherwise you will receive the following error when JumpStart is run. This step
has to be repeated each month after the monthly update.

NOTE: If you have installed Bike-alog using their network configuration you must assign the
same drive letter for both the BKGPA Database and User Database or use shared network
resources that are the same for all workstations. For instructions see Bike-alog Help, Installation,
Network Installation. Also see Bike-alog Tools, Options, File Locations. Failure to setup each
workstation in the same manner will result in JumpStart errors upon startup.
For JumpStart to locate bicycle images and import them you'll need to have the Bike-alog CD
inserted. Images not stored on the CD are sourced from Bike-alog's online photo bank. We suggest you
leave the Bike-alog CD inserted on the PC where importing will be performed on a regular basis. Other
PCs can also access Bike-alog data through JumpStart. You can deploy a shared CD-ROM drive on
your network to provide any CD images to all workstations. Make sure to use the same drive letter at all
workstations or the same network resource is available to all. JumpStart will attempt to locate the picture
on the Bike-alog CD or Bike-alog's online photo bank, depending on the product.
For more information on Bike-alog visit http://www.Bike-alog.com or call 800-962-1950. Bike-alog is
available by monthly subscription or annually at a discounted price.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Sync Suppliers
In order for JumpStart to properly check for duplicates you will need to match your supplier codes in
RMS with the vendor ID in Bike-alog. This helps ensure you do not import the same items in error and
prevents duplicate supplier entries for the same vendor. New suppliers added to your RMS database via
JumpStart will be in sync by default.
Do not skip this step!
To quickly synchronize your existing RMS supplier codes, select the Suppliers tab, enable the Sync
Mode checkbox, then highlight the supplier in the top window (RMS) that you'd like to sync.

When you see the company name listed in both the top and bottom window, verify that the supplier Code
in RMS matches the vendor ID in Bike-alog. If not, you have two options to synchronize your suppliers.
Option 1: Double-click on the supplier entry in the top window and update the supplier Code to match the
Bike-alog ID.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Option 2: Click the Sync Supplier button at bottom of Supplier tab. This option can synchronize both
the supplier Code and related data (address, email, web site URL, terms, notes, etc.). If a phone or fax
number has been entered into RMS for the selected supplier, it will not be over-written by Sync.

If you enter Yes you will we prompted to Sync all fields or Sync Supplier Code only. If a phone or fax
number has already been entered in RMS, it will not be over-written by Sync all fields.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Click Sync and you will also be prompted to add this supplier to your list of Preferred Suppliers.

Repeat these steps for each supplier in your RMS database that has a corresponding vendor entry in
Bike-alog. Failure to do so will result in duplicate supplier import. Synching your supplier IDs
decreases the possibility of duplicate item imports and ensures JumpStart is utilized to its full potential.
NOTE: If you are using the QuickBooks 2003 interface option and wish to push closed Purchased Orders
into QuickBooks, you will need to change the Supplier NAMES in QuickBooks to match the Supplier
CODES in RMS.

1.3.7

DRS Linker
To enable supplier file links and check stock features in JumpStart, two conditions must be met. The
supplier code in RMS must be synched with the Bike-alog Vendor ID and DRS Linker must be installed
and configured for the participating supplier.
If the supplier has not been synched, you will receive the following warning message.

Follow the instructions to sync the supplier.
If the supplier file link has not been setup, you will receive the following warning message.

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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See DRS Linker Help for further instructions.
Once these two conditions are met, you can connect to supplier files to import items and check stock
availability at supplier warehouses.

1.3.8

Setup
Setup options in JumpStart allow you to fine tune your import template or view your department/category
mapping and preferred suppliers. You can also define default import rules such as Item Lookup Code and
selected criteria, plus define description formats to help minimize editing and standardize the description
imported into RMS. Skipping this step will greatly diminish the effectiveness of using JumpStart.

Default Import Rules

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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The default Item Lookup Code (ILC) can be set to:
A = Autogenerate a sequential code (see DRS AutoGen™ Help)
AC = Autogenerate a categorized code (see DRS AutoGen Help)
AS = Autogenerate a sequential code with supplier code prefix (see DRS AutoGen Help)
Bike-alog ID = Bike-alog's unique 6 digit number
Manufacturer Part Number (MPN) if available
Supplier Reorder Number (SRN) if available
GTIN (UPC/EAN) = Global Trade Identification Number
User Defined = whatever you type in prior to saving
Import Preferred Supplier data only -- Select this option to limit data to only the suppliers you have
designated as preferred suppliers. This option only applies when the item being imported is available from
multiple suppliers.
Import Manufacturer Part Number -- Select this option to import manufacturer part numbers (when
available). This option is useful to synchronize your RMS item data with 3rd party services such as
SmartEtailing.com's POS Sync or POS Specials. When this option is select a supplier called
Manufacturer Part Number with supplier code MPN will be added to your RMS supplier table.
Import Full Description as Notes -- Select this option to copy the entire Bike-alog description to the
Notes field in RMS. This content can be used to populate a product web catalog on your website.
Contact your RMS reseller for details.
Import Description overflow as Ext. Description -- Select this option to cause text over 30 characters
to flow into Ext. Description. This option will create a natural break between text fragments.
Bike-alog Markup table -- Select this option to enable the Bike-alog Markup/Margin table to calculate a
retail price. The default Bike-alog table will be used or you can modify entries and add rounding by
clicking on the Markup/Margin button.
Add QuickLoad items to QuickAdd list -- Select this option to populate tables for QuickAdd import in
DRS Power Ops. This feature allows you to import QuickLoad items by scanning them in POS using
Power Ops. Items can only be imported one at a time in Power Ops, but you scan in new products at
POS to immediately import and sell them.
QuickLoad conditions:
a. Bikes and Framesets from Bike-alog are not supported for QuickLoad; bike lines are best imported
from the JumpStart tab.
b. Does not add items that are added to the Want List based on GTIN if the item does not have a VPN
on file in Bike-alog for the selected supplier.
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c. Formatted descriptions from JumpStart are used if specified (see below).
d. Image file names or URLs are included if present.
e. The same item can be in the QuickAdd table multiple times if imported for different suppliers.
Require Category -- Select this option to force category selection. Otherwise only department is
required.
Show Cost -- Uncheck this option to hide wholesale costs from normal views. To toggle costs on/off
when this option is disabled, press Ctrl-W when viewing Supplier data for items. This toggle also works
in the Item Import form.
Import item in CAPS -- Select this option to capitalize data entries prior to import. This will not
capitalize Full Description if imported into Notes, nor will this setting effect Supplier data imports.
Available on web -- Select this option to enable the checkbox under Item Properties, Options,
Available on web for imported items.
Bike-alog not installed -- Select this option to avoid the Bike-alog database connection error upon
startup (running JumpStart without Bike-alog greatly diminishes your ability to import new items or copy
existing items for quick adds).
Maximize Grid forms -- Select this option to set the default matrix and batch grid displays to full
screen.
Limit search results to XXX -- The default setting 1000 means the list view will stop searching as soon
as 1000 entries are displayed. If you have a slow workstation, or are connecting to the Bike-alog
database over a network, you may want to lower this number to produce faster search results.
Exclude bicycle model year -- Select this option to prevent the model year from appearing as a prefix
in the description during bicycle model imports. If not enabled, the year will be abbreviated (05 instead of
2005).
Reason for Qty entry: -- Select this option to define a default reason code for inventory adjustments.
The reason code selected will be logged if quantities are entered during new item adds or imports.
Display Large Picture -- Select this option to force large picture view by default. Large picture view will
display the image in its default pixel size.
Import Available Picture -- Select this option to import pictures with item imports (if available and
permitted by supplier). If you will not be using product images in RMS, unchecking this option will
speed up imports especially if photos need to be downloaded from a website.
Price Calc. -- Select this option to define a price calculator for generating ABC prices or upper and lower
bound price with rounding.
Description Format
Description Format allows you to create a template for suggested descriptions during import. By
default JumpStart will use the abbreviated description in Bike-alog up to 50 characters in length. This
option has no effect on bicycle model import.
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Enable filtered description by -- Select this option to extract a suggested description based on the
fields you select. You may include up to four components in any order: brand name, model name,
category abbreviation and MPN. You may want to set this feature differently depending on the brand or
product category being imported. This option does not affect bicycle model import which is fixed as
year+model for the matrix lookup description and year+model+size+color+brand for the matrix
components.
Examples:
Model name + Category abbrev + Brand
Category abbrev + Model name
Brand + Model name + MPN
We suggest you experiment with this feature to fine tune descriptions in the format you prefer. This
feature can also help reduce any editing required before saving an item.
Dept/Category mapping and Preferred Suppliers
Dept/Category mapping allows you to view which dept/categories in Bike-alog have been mapped to
your RMS dept/category key. This mapping is automated during the import process. Once you have
mapped one item from any category in Bike-alog, future items in the same category are automatically
mapped.

Click View to see your current map.
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You can remove a dept/category from the map by clicking on Remove.
Preferred Suppliers allows you to view which suppliers are currently designated as preferred. Suppliers
can be marked as preferred during the import process whenever the item being imported is available from
more than one supplier. You can also mark an existing supplier as Preferred by re-synching the
entry.

Click View to see your current list.
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To remove a supplier from preferred status, click on Remove.
To view your RMS Supplier Details, click View or double-click on an entry.
To exit, press Esc or click on Close.
Style Sheets

You can define style sheets for use with matrix items. Click View to list the current style sheets or
define new ones.
Default to Details -- sets the style sheet import rule to use dimension details rather than abbreviations
for style sheet entries. You can change this on-the-fly when creating new items in the New/Copy forms,
but if you rely on details more often than abbreviations you should enable this checkbox.
When you exit the Setup tab you will be prompted to save your changes.
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1.3.8.1

Markup/Margin
The Markup/Margin table allows you to auto-generate retail price based on a markup schedule you
define.

You can toggle between Markup and Margin view.
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Rounding options include Nearest, Up, Down or End with.
1.3.8.2

Price Calc
The price calculator can be used to auto-generate alternate prices based on rules you define.
Options include Disabled, Price, Cost, User Entry, or MSRP. A formula can be applied such as +/- a
percentage or +/- a dollar amount.
Rounding options include Nearest, Up, Down or End with.
For example, the screen below shows Price A set to 10% off retail price, Price B at retail minus $5,
and Price C at cost plus 15%. Lower Bound is disabled and Upper Bound has been set to MSRP.
Rounding has been set to the Nearest .99.
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Style Sheets
Style sheets are used to save matrix dimensions in arrays that can be reused to create new items. Style
sheets can be defined using 1, 2, or 3 dimensions. A matrix item does not need to be associated with a
style sheet, but expanded functions to manage matrices are available when this association is
established.
We suggest you deploy size, color, and style/brand for sub-descriptions 1-3 in a bicycle store. The
following examples will use that scheme.
Example:
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We suggest that you establish some rules and guidelines to maintain a logical set of style sheets. For
example, if you want to create a style sheet comprised of common clothing sizes using dimension 1,
you should try to use dimension 1 for size in other style sheets. If you randomly assign sizes to
dimensions 1, 2, or 3, it will be more difficult to search for items by the size attribute. This does not
prohibit you from mixing and matching sheets. For example, you could create one style sheet comprised
of sizes and colors and another sheet for sizes and flavors, or diameters and widths.
If you assign your style sheets by dept/category, you can further organize how style sheets are
deployed. For example, clothing styles such as short sleeve, long sleeve, and tank top would not be
appropriate for use in the accessory or hardware dept. You can create as many different style sheets as
you like, but the more time you spend organizing sheets into logical arrays, the easier it will be to deploy
them for your business.
TIP: Style sheets defined by Supplier (Brand) is an easy way to organize separate style sheets for
similar products. For example, one brand may only come in sizes S thru XL and 5 possible colors, while
another supplier's products are available in XXS thru XXL and 20 possible colors. You want your style
sheets to be broad enough to use across multiple products, but not so broad that they become
unmanageable or difficult to use.
Import allows you to generate style sheets from your existing matrix items. If you are already running
RMS you should use this option first before adding any new style sheets.
Add creates a new style sheet comprised of the name, associated dept/category, plus titles and
dimensions.
Edit allows you to view and change the highlighted style sheet's properties including name, dept/
category assignment, titles, and number of dimensions in use.
Copy allows you to quickly clone a new style sheet from an existing one, removing any dimensions you
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don't need, or renaming the dimension entries generated.
Details will display the highlighted style sheet's dimensions and allow you to remove or add new ones.
WARNING: RMS v2.0 does not support gaps in dimensions for matrix items. If you will be creating style
sheets that only use dimension 2 or 3, or 2 and 3 only, or 1 and 3 only, you need to make sure any
missing dimension has a placeholder you can select such as a period or dash. Otherwise you will
receive errors when displaying matrix items in RMS.
1.3.8.3.1 Import

To import a style sheet select a dept/category then click Import.

In this example we are going to import a style sheet using all items in the Bicycle dept (all categories).
The next screen shows all dimensions currently in use by matrix items in the Bicycle dept.

If you are happy with the results as is you can name the style sheet and save it. Or you can now further
refine the style sheet to exclude dimensions you don't want saved or rearrange entries to appear in
different columns.
The supplier dropdown selection allows you to quickly create style sheets for specific suppliers based on
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their items only.
Example:

You also have the option to further refine your style sheet by selecting a matrix class item (model). In
most cases you will likely leave this option at the All Matrix Items setting so the style sheet can be used
for multiple items in the same dept/category from the same supplier.
Enter a style sheet Name and click on Import to save your style sheet. This creates a style sheet for
Giant Bicycles for use in the Bicycle Dept. You will also be prompted to associate this style sheet with
the items used to create the style sheet.

This makes it easy to add additional dimensions, such as new sizes, colors, or styles, as they become
available. Associating a style sheet to an item also ensures you can use SWAT Search in DRS Power
Ops™ to view the matrix in grid format sorted by the order defined in your style sheet.
You can further refine your style sheet in the Details view which is the next screen to appear.
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1.3.8.3.2 Details

Details displays your style sheet for further editing. The first thing you want to do is add abbreviations
then rank the dimensions. In this example a style sheet was created by importing dimensions from Giant
bicycles on file. However, the style sheet could just have easily been created from scratch.

Adding abbreviations will allow you to quickly generate new matrix items and associated descriptions
using either the detail or abbreviation text. In this example edits below we have copied sizes from the
Detail column to Abbr, entered abbreviations for Color, and inserted the Brand name into Abbr column.

TIP: If you want to duplicate entries in the Abbr and Detail column, you can right-click and use the copy/
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paste options.

Next we will rank the Size column entries to provide a logical grouping of the Ladies sizes (L entries).
We do this by clicking on an entry we want to move, then clicking on the up/down arrow
Rank column. You can highlight either the Abbr, Detail, or Rank cell to move that line.

above the

In this example, 14L and 19L were moved to the first two positions. Ranking the Size dimensions makes
it easier to place orders for this product or view the matrices in a grid. You can use this method to
emulate an order form in use by your suppliers (paper based or online order entry).
In other cases you may want to rank your entries alphabetically. Use the AZ button
select Abbr or Detail, ascending or descending.

to do this and

Also notice the instructions in blue at the bottom of the Details screen to insert or delete an entry, or add
a new row to the bottom of any column.
When you are satisfied with the results, click Close to save your edits. A warning will appear if you have
not defined abbreviations and/or details for all entries.
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You do not need to define abbreviations for all dimensions, or include details for all abbreviations, but this
warning will alert you of this condition in case you missed something. Click No to save entries as listed
or click Yes to return to the details form and complete your edits. When finished your style sheet will
appear in the main list view.
NOTE: Setup includes an option to force style sheets to show details instead of abbreviations when
accessed from the New/Copy forms. See Default to Details under the Style Sheets section.
1.3.8.3.3 Copy

Use the Copy button to clone an existing style sheet, then edit the style sheet properties and details
and save the results under a different name. In the following example we'll copy the sample style sheet
called Jerseys and use it to create a new style sheet for Jackets.

First enter a name for your new style sheet, assign a dept/category association (if desired), then select
which dimensions you want copied. In this example Jackets require the same 3 dimensions as Jerseys
(Size, Color, Brand) but each dimension requires further editing.
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After changing the Name and Dept/Category, click Copy to continue.

Jackets come in size Small but not XXL and the color Red but not Orange. The results of our edits are
shown below.

To expedite changes to dimension columns you can right-click on a cell and select copy or remove
options.
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If some of the dimension cells are already populated, you will be prompted to overwrite them.

Answer Yes to overwrite all entries. Answer No to skip the populated entries.
You can use the up/down arrow
above the Rank column to sort an entry. Highlight the cell you want
to move and click the up/down arrow.
In other cases you may want to rank your entries alphabetically. Use the AZ button
select Abbr or Detail, ascending or descending.

to do this and

Also notice the instructions in blue at the bottom of the Details screen to insert or delete an entry, or add
a new row to the bottom of any column.
When you are satisfied with the results, click Close to save your edits. A warning will appear if you have
not defined abbreviations and/or details for all entries.

You do not need to define abbreviations for all dimensions, or include details for all abbreviations, but this
warning will alert you of this condition in case you missed something. Click No to save entries as listed
or click Yes to return to the details form and complete your edits. When finished your style sheet will
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appear in the main list view.
Our completed style sheet looks like this.

Click Close to save the new style sheet and exit.
1.3.8.3.4 Add/Edit

Click the Add button to create a new style sheet from scratch. Enter a name, assign a dept/category
(optional), select how many dimensions will be used, and change the title entries as necessary.
Example:

The dimension titles will default to the Item Captions defined in Manager, but each style sheet can have
different titles depending on intended use and product lines.
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Click the Edit button to modify an existing style sheet's name, dept/category assignment, dimension
titles, or active dimensions.

1.4

Operation

1.4.1

General
You can press Esc on any form to return to the previous form, or to exit the program from the main
screen.
Columns can be sized to view all data in that column. Hover over the separator line between columns
with your mouse and the cursor will change to a cross with left-right arrows.

Right-click and drag the column to fit, or double-click on the cross to auto-size the column to its longest
entry.
To reset the list view to its default column width settings, press F8.
This application includes hot keys to support fast keyboard operation of menus, buttons, and screen
layout.
F3 -- clears string search entry boxes without affecting combo box selections
F5 -- refreshes list view; useful when database changes have occurred on other stations
F6 -- resets the search criteria and clears any list views
F8 -- resets the column width to the default settings on list views
Ctrl W -- toggles show/hide cost on list views (if Show Cost is not enabled in Setup)
Hot keys also include Alt-X combinations for menu and button options.
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Example: Alt-I for Import, Alt-V for View, Alt-C for Close
If you do not see underlined characters on most buttons and options it means this feature is set to
hidden in Windows. To enable this feature go to Display Properties, select the Appearance tab, then
the Effects button. Make sure "Hide underlined letters for keyboard.." is unchecked.

Bright blue text is used whenever a checkbox option has been enabled to aid quick identification.
Dark blue text is used for instructional messages.
We welcome and encourage your feedback to help us improve this application. Please send your
comments and suggestions, or any problem reports, to our Suggestions box.

1.4.2

Print labels
If quantities are entered during import a pop-up form will appear to print price labels. This option only
works with Cognitive or Zebra/Eltron barcode printers using direct-to-printer PCL formats.
NOTE: You can only use this option if you have a barcode printer installed with a Generic Text-Only
driver (not a Windows driver). You cannot use custom labels created with Label Designer in RMS, but
custom labels format can be created if you are familiar with PCL or EPL printer control language
commands. Contact your RMS reseller for details.
For single item imports the quantity is entered on the import form. Example:
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For matrix and batch imports the quantity is entered into the grid. Example:

Once the item import is saved you will be prompted to print price labels.

Select a Printer.
Select a Label Format. Up to 9 Label formats are supported for each printer brand. Three sample
formats are included with Power Ops.
Cognitive printers:
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Zebra/Eltron printers:

Number of labels will default to the quantity entered on the import form. Change quantity if desired,
then click Print.

If you are printing labels from a matrix or batch grid, the quantity box will be greyed out and labels will be
printed based on entries from the grid form. Example:

TIP: If you have the programmer's guide for your barcode printer you can edit the label formats using
Notepad (or use the label software included with the printer and print to a file to view the commands).
Possible entries include:
<<StoreName>>, <<ItemLookupCode>>, <<Description>>, <<ExtDescription>>,
<<SubDescription1>>, <<SubDescription2>>, <<SubDescription3>>, <<Cost>>, <<Price>>,
<<PriceA>>, <<PriceB>>, <<PriceC>>, <<MSRP>>, <<SalePrice>>, <<LastReceived>>,
<<LastSold>>, <<BinLocation>>, <<DepartmentCode>>, <<Department>>, <<CategoryCode>>,
<<Category>>, <<PrimSupplierCode>>, <<PrimarySupplier>>, <<PrimarySRN>>,
<<GroupLookupCode>>, <<GroupDescription>>, <<DatePrinted>>, <SerialNumber1>>
Contact your RMS reseller if you need assistance with custom labels.
NOTE: The active label formats reside in the folder DRS, DRS JumpStart (Label1.lbl, Label2,lbl,
Label3.lbl). The original version of each label is in the sub-folder called Labels. If required, you can
restore a label to its original format by copying the appropriate label from the Labels folder into the active
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program folder. You will need to copy or rename the labels to the correct filenames before use (ex.
Label1.lbl, Label2.lbl, or Label3.lbl).

1.4.3

Bike-alog
When you first run JumpStart the default tab displays drop down selection lists to quickly search the
Bike-alog database. This tiered selection includes departments, categories, sub-categories, attributes,
and brands -- similar to Bike-alog's drill down search.

Example drill-down: Clothing, Helmets & Shoes --> Rain Clothing --> Rain Jackets --> Burley
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TIP: Mouse-less control is provided using the Tab and cursor keys. Press Tab to move from one
dropdown box to the next. Use the down arrow key to make a selection. Press Tab to move to the next
valid dropdown box. Use Shift-Tab to backup. Also see hot keys.
If Show Cost is not enabled in Setup, the cost column can be activated by pressing Ctrl-W.
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Columns can be sized to view all data in that column. Hover over the separator line between columns
with your mouse and the cursor will change to a cross with left-right arrows.

Right-click and drag the column to fit, or double-click on the cross to auto-size the column to its longest
entry. To reset the list view to its default column width settings, press F8. See General topic for
more shortcut keys.

Mouse-over tool tips are also active on the description column. Hover over a description to view the
complete text for that item.
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You can cursor to an item and double-click to Import the item or click View Details. Or highlight the
item and click on View Details or Import.
List view toggles include Marked/Want List (BKG), Exclude prior imports and Preferred supplier
items.

Marked/Want List -- limits the listing to items marked in Bike-alog for import or the Want List. The
checkbox will be active by default if you startup JumpStart and marked items have not yet been imported
into RMS. If you begin a search for other items this checkbox will clear. To restore the marked items list
you can enable this checkbox at any time.
Exclude prior imports -- removes items from the list view that have previously been imported (marked
as X). This toggle can be used during searches to limit listings to items you have not yet imported.
Preferred supplier items -- removes items from the list view that cannot be sourced from Preferred
suppliers. You can mark a supplier as Preferred when importing an item or by synching the supplier.
NOTE: To clear all search criteria and start a fresh search, press F6.
For JumpStart to locate bicycle images and import them you'll need to have the Bike-alog CD
inserted. Images not stored on the CD are sourced from Bike-alog's online photo bank. We suggest you
leave the Bike-alog CD inserted on the PC where importing will be performed on a regular basis. Other
PCs can also access Bike-alog data through JumpStart. You can deploy a shared CD-ROM drive on
your network to provide any CD images to all workstations. Make sure to use the same drive letter at all
workstations or the same network resource is available to all. JumpStart will attempt to locate the picture
on the Bike-alog CD or Bike-alog's online photo bank, depending on the product.
For more information on Bike-alog visit http://www.Bike-alog.com or call 800-962-1950. Bike-alog is
available by monthly subscription or annually at a discounted price.

1.4.3.1

Marked/Want List
Bike-alog allows you to mark items for import into your POS by pressing Ctrl-N on an item selection.
This will cause a green checkmark to appear in the W column (Want List). You can also add items to
your Want List by pressing Ctrl-M or clicking on the W column entry. This will cause a red checkmark to
appear in the W column in Bike-alog.
Another way to add items to the Want List is by using QuickLoad. This procedure will quickly populate
the Want List based on historical purchases or purchase orders, or a list of VPNs (vendor part numbers).
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When you mark items in Bike-alog for import (Ctrl-N) or add them to your Want List (Ctrl-M or click on W
column), those items will appear in the list view, ready to be imported, as soon as you start JumpStart.

M = Marked for import in Bike-alog (with Ctrl-N)
W = Placed on the Want List in Bike-alog (with Ctrl-M or W column click)
X = Previously imported and/or already on file in RMS
If you want to remove items from this list without importing them you will need to clear them in
Bike-alog. You can do this by locating the item in Bike-alog and clicking on the W column box, or
highlighting the item and press Ctrl-M.
NOTE: We suggest you only use the Ctrl-M, or the W column click, to mark items for your Bike-alog
Want List. Since JumpStart is directly connected to the Bike-alog database, the import option (Ctrl-N) is
unnecessary when used with RMS.
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Search
A search feature in the Bike-alog tab allows you to quickly locate items by GTIN, Manufacturer Part
Number, Supplier Reorder Number, All three indices, or the Bike-alog ID. This allows you to quickly
build your database from scratch based on products you already carry.

This search option also supports partial strings. Example: 027692 will locate all Champion Nutrition
products since 27692 is the manufacturer number issued to Champion for use in their GTINs.

Exact match hits will immediately pop the Item Import screen. This allows you to scan items and
immediately import them or import quickly using SRNs (vendor part numbers) from packing lists or order
forms.

1.4.3.3

View
This screen displays the detailed information on the selected item including both Short and full
Descriptions in Bike-alog, plus Manufacturer ID, GTIN, average wholesale, and unit of measure.
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Click Suppliers to view supplier sources for the item.
NOTE: To hide Avg. Wholesale select the Setup tab and uncheck Show Cost. Ctrl-W will then toggle the
cost view.
If the item is already on file in RMS based on the MPN or GTIN, a warning message will appear in red.
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Import
The Import option allows you to quickly prepare an item for import into your RMS database.

The suggested ILC (Item Lookup Code) is based on the setting you defined in Setup.
The suggested Description is based on the Short Description in Bike-alog, or a formatted description
based on the settings you selected in Setup. The Full Description displays the long description from
Bike-alog. Both descriptions can be imported into your RMS database as listed, but you can modify this
data prior to saving.
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Ellipsis buttons
access Price Margins (ABC, Upper/Lower Bound), Replacement Cost, and Child
Details (for parent/child entries).
NOTE: When connected to an HQ database, entries for Quantity and Tax will be greyed out. These
entries need to be applied by store location in HQ Manager. Sales tax in an HQ environment is assigned
using DRS AutoGen.
We suggest you utilize Description and Sub-Description fields to your best advantage. Sub-descriptions
include Size, Color and Brand or whatever titles have been assigned as Item Captions. The suggested
entries for use with JumpStart are Sub-Description1 = Size, Sub-Description2 = Color, and SubDescription3 = Brand. Size/color entries will auto-populate if defined in Bike-alog with these attributes.
If Description Format is enabled in Setup, the import routine will suggest a description based on the text
fragments you selected.
Example: Category abbrev + Model name + Brand name
In the case of the rain jacket show above -Category abbrev: Rain jackt
Model name: Rapid Rider
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Brand name: Burley
the before/after suggested description would be:
BEFORE:

AFTER:

Up to 30 characters is allowed and the entry will be truncated to fit (Import as). You should modify the
description to include the important identifying text before saving. Add Size and Color entries if you want
the ability to run reports based on this criteria.
The main Description is what appears on a receipt generated in POS, but you can also add SubDescriptions to the receipt if desired (Manager, File, Configuration, Options, Item options, Show
Item SubDescriptions).
A Department selection is required before saving. Category is optional, but you can also force category
to be required by enabling this option in Setup. If the item's category in Bike-alog has not previously been
mapped to your RMS inventory key, it will be mapped when you Save the item. Your current map can be
viewed under Setup, Dept/Category mapping.
If Cost is not shown it means Show Cost is not enabled in Setup. You can press Ctrl-W to toggle cost
on/off.
Click Close or press Esc to exit without saving.
NOTE: The Ext. Description field in RMS is utilized for some DRS SmartPOP™ sign templates included
with Bicycle Bundle 2007™. If you plan to use this feature you should edit the Ext. Description in RMS
after importing the item. This can be done prior to printing a SmartPOP sign.
When you click Save to import an item a confirmation box will appear. If you do not receive this
message, one or more entry options needs to be completed first, or the item can be imported as a
matrix.
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If a quantity was entered you will be prompted to print labels after the item is saved.
If the item is available from more than one supplier, you will need to select which suppliers to import into
RMS and which entry should be marked as the primary supplier.
You can also designate a supplier as a preferred supplier and build a list of preferred suppliers. This
makes it easy to import selective data for items available from multiple suppliers, and ensures you only
import the data you want.
Click Suppliers to view all possible suppliers for an item. If Show Cost is disabled, press Ctrl-W to
display wholesale prices.
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When importing an item with multiple suppliers your button options will also include All, Selected, and
Preferred.

Click All to import all supplier data shown. This will also import the supplier if the supplier is not already
on file in RMS.
Click Selected to import only the suppliers you mark for import. To mark multiple suppliers, hold down
the Ctrl key and click on each supplier, or use the down arrow and press the Space bar to mark multiple
suppliers for import.
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.
Click Preferred to import only the preferred suppliers indicated. Preferred suppliers will have a P next to
their name. You won't want to use this option until you have defined a sufficient number of
preferred suppliers.

As you select suppliers for import you will be prompted to add them to your Preferred list.

Click Yes to add all selected suppliers to your preferred list. Click No to import the supplier data, but not
mark them as preferred.
As you build a list of preferred suppliers they will float to the top of the list on subsequent imports. To
remove a supplier from preferred status, use Setup.
If you mark more than one supplier to import, you will need to select one as the Primary supplier. When
prompted highlight the primary supplier you'd like to assign for the item and click on Primary. This step
is not necessary for items available from a single source.

If you have not already selected a dept/category you will be prompted to do so before saving.
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If you change a category map during a subsequent item import you will be prompted to update the RMS
mapping on file.

If an item in Bike-alog is not in the category you expected to find it in, you should not update the map as
a change to the mapping will affect all subsequent imports.
1.4.3.4.1 Matrix

There are three types of matrix import options available in JumpStart: bicycle models, tagged items, and
user-defined (New/Copy).
Option 1: The first type of matrix consists of bicycle brand import. If the bicycle model selected includes
multiple sizes and colors you will be prompted to save it as a matrix.

Typically this will occur on most bicycle models. Notice the entries listed under Size and Color below. If
a comma is detected the entry will be considered a matrix candidate. For this reason you should not
use commas when entering size or color unless you want to create a matrix.
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When you select Yes to save as a Matrix you will be presented with a matrix grid.
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Use the checkbox column labeled Save to remove entries you don't wish to import.
Lock ILC/Desc -- allows you to keep the ILC and Description visible as you scroll to the right. Example:

Notice that Size, Color and Brand entries are appended to the description for each component item in
the grid. The grid can be modified quickly by editing only the main Description or the Size, Color, or
Brand columns. Component descriptions change if the base Description, Color, or Size are modified on
the grid.
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Example:

You can also use Copy and Paste to all Rows to quickly modify all entries in a column.
Example: Change a color cell, then right-click and select Copy.

Next right-click again and select Paste to all Rows to update the Color column which in turn updates
the Description column for all entries.

If you do not want the component descriptions to auto-update as you modify the row data, uncheck
Updated Description at the top of the window. Bicycles will be saved as Serialized by default or you
can change the item type to import as Standard items. Available on web marks the associated
checkbox in Item Properties, Options.

Additional field entries will appear as you scroll to the right. This includes Reorder Number,
Manufacturer Part Number, Retail Price, Cost, Qty, Restock Level, Reorder Point, GTIN (UPC/
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EAN), MSRP and Replacement Cost. ABC prices will also be shown if Price Calc. is enabled in Setup.

NOTE: If cost is not enabled in Setup press Ctrl-W.
Click Calc. ABC to recalculate ABC price levels based on cost entries (if Price Calc. is enabled).
Click Save to import your entries or Close to exit without saving.
If quantities were entered you will be prompted to print labels after the matrix is saved.
Option 2: The second type of matrix is a tagged matrix.
This option can be used to tag entries of the same model and import them as a matrix instead of one
item at a time.
Option 3: The third type of matrix is a user-defined matrix where manual entries are inserted into the
sub-description fields separated by commas.
This option can be used to create new item matrices from scratch. You can also use the Copy button to
generate a template entry for a new item, then enter size/color entries to generate the matrix grid.
1.4.3.4.2 Tagged matrix

This option can be used to tag entries of the same model and import them as a matrix instead of one
item at a time.
Dimensions such as size and color will be extracted from matrix tables provided in Bike-alog. If the
dimensions are not tabled in Bike-alog you can use Smart Extract.
A Preferred Supplier must exist for all tagged items prior to import or you will be prompted to add the
supplier when the first item is imported.
The tagged item cannot belong to "Bike & Frameset". These entries should be imported using the
JumpStart tab option for Bikes instead.
During import Description will overflow to Extended Description if over 30 characters. Suggested
description will use the formatted description defined in Setup.
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Any list view is a candidate for tagged matrix import whether you are working with a Bike-alog Want List,
search by Bike-alog keys, or create a list view using the combo filters (dept, category, etc).
NOTE: As a general rule tagged matrix should only be used for products that are ordered in a matrix grid,
such as apparel and some accessories. Most parts are best imported as individual items even if they are
available in multiple dimensions.
Example: Load the Bike-alog Want List by enabling the checkbox.
1) Locate and highlight the first entry you want to import as a matrix.
2) Hold down the Shift key and mouse-click to tag each entry or press the down arrow key until all
entries are highlighted.
(You can also use the standard Ctrl or Shift key options and mouse-clicks to select all or selected
entries for import.)
3) Click Import.

The routine will first verify if the entries you have selected include an associated preferred supplier. If not,
you will receive a warning.
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To resolve this issue, view each item and verify that the supplier exists in your RMS database and has
been identified as Preferred. If necessary, re-sync the supplier and mark them as Preferred. Then tag the
items and Import again.

If necessary, select Department, Category, and Primary Supplier, then use "smart extract" to modify
your size/color entries.
Smart Extract
Built into the matrix grid for tagged items is a quick way to extract size and color entries for all items.
You can use this feature when size/color entries do not auto-populate during import. For example, if the
quantity and flavor entries in the above example were blank, you could use Smart Extract to import those
attributes.
To begin click on the ellipse
in the first item line. This will pop a view including Full Description and
Short Description in Bike-alog.
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Highlight the text in the Short Description you would like to extract as color and click Color.
Highlight the text in the Short Description you would like to extract as size and click Size.
Example:

Click Close to return to the matrix grid.

Notice that size/color is extracted for all tagged items in the grid.
Proceed as normal to edit the matrix grid and Save your entries.
If quantity were entered you will be prompted to print labels after the matrix is saved.
1.4.3.4.3 Tagged batch

This option can be used to tag entries in the same category and import them in batch mode instead of
one item at a time. Tagged batch import works from the Bike-alog tab when filters are deployed to
locate items, or from PAC Items on the JumpStart tab.
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Tagged batch is the quickest way to load your database for the first time, or to add new products from
the same category.
NOTE: Tagged batch import is not supported from the Bike-alog Want List. You can only import items as
a matrix when tagging entries from the Bike-alog Want List.
A Preferred Supplier must exist for all tagged items prior to import or you will be prompted to add the
supplier when the first item is imported.
The tagged item cannot belong to "Bike & Frameset". These entries should be imported using the
JumpStart tab option for Bikes instead.
During import Description will overflow to Extended Description if over 30 characters. Suggested
description will use the formatted description defined in Setup.
To tag items from the Bike-alog tab or JumpStart/PAC tab, you must filter to the fourth level (attribute or
sub-category) prior to tagging any items. This ensures the items are assigned to the appropriate
classification in RMS and dept/category mapping is applied.
When you tag items and select Import you will be prompted to import the tagged item as a matrix or in
batch mode as individual items.

Select Matrix if the tagged items are all the same model product and you want to create a matrix grid.
Select Batch if the tagged items are different products in the same category and you want to create a
batch worksheet.
If your selection does not pass validation checks you will receive a warning.
Example: Items are not members of the same model matrix, or items are not in the same category.
Any list view from the Bike-alog tab is a candidate for tagged batch import as long as you use the combo
filters to create the list (dept, category, sub-category, attribute). This ensures dept/category mapping is
supported.
Example (Bike-alog tab, combo search to 4th level, plus optional brand filter):
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In this example we have highlighted three products that belong to the Headlights level by the brand
CygoLite.
Next click Import and select batch import.
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IMPORTANT: When you pick a supplier from the dropdown list, the Supplier Reorder Number column
updates to reflect that supplier's part numbers. Checkbox entries in the Save column will indicate
whether the item has a valid SRN on file for the selected supplier. If you enable any unchecked items,
those items will be imported with a blank SRN (and are likely not available from the selected supplier).
Not every supplier will carry every item. If necessary you will need to add a supplier prior to importing an
item or skip items if they are not available from the suppliers you have defined and synched in RMS.
When you select a Primary Supplier the column entries will change to indicate which items are available
from that supplier.
Examples:

Or:
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You can use this method to determine which products can be purchased from what supplier, or decide
which supplier has the most selection.
Complete the import by selecting dept/category (if not already mapped). Then scroll to the right to edit or
confirm prices, GTIN, restocking levels, etc. Click Save when finished.
If quantity were entered you will be prompted to print labels after the items are saved.
IMPORTANT: Tagged items for batch import must belong to the same category for mapping purposes.

1.4.3.5

New
The New button allows you to create items when a product is not listed in Bike-alog or a supplier file.
You can also use the New button to create matrix items from scratch.

When clicked the New button loads the item creation form. A single input screen allows fast entry for all
crucial item data pertaining to a standard item or matrix item. Setup options allow you to automatically
generate Item Lookup Codes, Retail Price based on a markup/margin table, ABC pricing using a predefined calculator, and matrix grids using style sheets.
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The picture icon

allows you to enter a Picture link by selecting an image filename or entering a URL.

Ellipsis buttons
access Style Sheets (for sub-descriptions 1-3), Price Margins (ABC, Upper/Lower
Bound), Replacement Cost, and Child Details (for parent/child entries).
NOTE: When connected to an HQ database, entries for Quantity and Tax will be greyed out. These
entries need to be applied by store location in HQ Manager. Sales tax in an HQ environment is assigned
using DRS AutoGen.
Examples:
Style Sheets:
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Selecting a style sheet will allow you to quickly populate sub-descriptions 1-3 and create a Matrix Item.
Price Margins:

This screen allows you to view prices and margins (or markup) and enter new prices.
Replacement Cost:
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If you want to track the future replacement cost for an item enter it here.
Child Qty:

Child Details allows you to change the Description and price levels for the child item. Initial prices will be
calculated based on parent item's values divided by the child quantity. However, rounding and normal
price calculation is disabled so you can accurately assign these values for the child item.
NOTE: If you purchased JumpStart with the Bicycle Bundle, the Power Ops utility included offers you
more extensive options for creating and managing new items, especially matrix items. The primary focus
of JumpStart is to import items or copy items to create new ones.
1.4.3.5.1 Standard Item

A standard item is a non-matrix entry created using one form.
First enter an ILC or accept the default setting. If you are using DRS AutoGen with JumpStart the default
may be set to A, AC, or AS (auto-generate sequential, categorized, or supplier prefix code).
Next accept the item type as Standard or select Serialized, Weighed, Voucher, or Non-inventory from
the drop-down box.
Assign dept/category, enter the description, and complete the form as necessary to include all entries.
Example:
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Required entries include:
ILC (this can be autogenerated if you have DRS AutoGen installed)
Description
Department
Category (if enabled in Setup)
Retail Price
RMS Supplier (you will receive a warning if none is selected with bypass option)
Click Save to add your entry to the item database. If the item description is already on file in RMS you
will receive a warning to change it. If the new item add is successful a confirmation box will appear
identifying the ILC added.
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If a quantity was entered you will be prompted to print labels after the item is saved.
NOTE: A matrix item can be generated at any time by populating the sub-description entries with
dimensions separated by commas, or select dimensions from a pre-defined style sheet.
1.4.3.5.2 Matrix Item

A matrix item starts off as a standard item entry.
There are two ways to create matrix items using the New form. The first method is to enter your
dimensions directly into the sub-description fields. The second method is to load sub-descriptions using
style sheets.
With either method you will first accept the default ILC format or enter an ILC of your own.
NOTE: If you are using DRS AutoGen with JumpStart the default ILC may be set to A, AC, or AS. See
AutoGen Help for more information.
Method 1: To create a matrix item from scratch, simply type in your sizes and/or colors separated by
commas.
Example:

Spaces between commas and text will be ignored (see Color entries above).
NOTE: You can create a single-item matrix by entering a dimension followed by a comma. I.E., you want
to create a matrix, but only populate it with one item to start.
When you click Save you will prompted to import your entry as a Matrix.
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Proceed as normal to edit the matrix grid and Save your entries.
If quantities were entered you will be prompted to print labels after the matrix is saved.
Method 2: This method employs a style sheet to populate dimension entries by clicking on an ellipsis. In
this example we'll use AC for auto-categorized code and enter a description for our new item.

Next we'll populate our sub-descriptions using a style sheet.

Selecting a style sheet allows you to quickly populate your sub-descriptions fields in up to three
dimensions.

In this example we'll select the Jerseys style sheet which is displayed below.
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You can select all or some of the dimensions for use with your new item. You can also decide if you
want to use Detail or Abbr for your sub-description entries. Abbreviations is the default.
NOTE: You can set the default style sheet view to display Details in Power Ops, Setup, Style Sheets.
In this example we will select abbreviations for Sizes medium, large, and extra large, set Color to Detail
and select Orange, and ignore the Brand option.

This creates the following New item form entries.
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Notice that the dimension entries are separated by commas. You can also enter dimensions directly
without a style sheet by typing in each entry separated by a comma. However, style sheets offers many
other advantages for matrix items such as the ability to view matrices in grid format and define the sort
order for that grid.
At this point you will complete your new item entry as normal including price/cost, reorder number,
supplier, min/max, etc.

When you click Save you will be prompted to generate a matrix grid or add the item as a single entry.
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Select Yes to generate a matrix grid, or No to add the item as is (no matrix), or Cancel to return to the
New item form.
If quantities were entered you will be prompted to print labels after the matrix is saved.
1.4.3.5.2.1 Matrix Grid

When you enter dimensions separated by commas in any sub-description box, and select Yes to save
the item as a Matrix, a matrix grid worksheet will be generated for further editing. In our example we have
generated a grid for a Team Jersey using a style sheet for size and color then inserting the brand name
Peloton Sports before generating the grid.

You can further refine your matrix entries from this form and exclude entries from being added by
unchecking their listing in the Save column. This allows you to use a style sheet to generate a matrix
grid, but remove any entries that are not available in certain combinations. Example: X-Large may not be
available in all colors.
A change to the base Description will change the description for all component entries. A change to a
sub-description column entry will change any matching entries in that column as well as update the
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component descriptions for any affected items.
Example: If "Team Jersey" in the base description is changed to "Pro Team Jersey" and the color
"Orange" is changed to "Org" in the first cell, the grid immediately updates all affected entries.

Scroll to the right to view other editable columns including Reorder Number, Manufacturer Part No, Retail
Price, Cost (press Ctrl-W if not shown), Qty, Restock Level, Reorder Point, GTIN, Price levels ABC,
MSRP, Replacement Cost, and Lower Bound price.
TIP: Column entries can be quickly copied by right-clicking and selecting Copy, then right-clicking again
and selecting Paste to all Rows.

Lock ILC/Desc -- allows you to keep the ILC and Description visible as you scroll to the right. Example:
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Add: Sub 1-3 allows you remove dimension entries from the component descriptions and rebuild
descriptions. For example, if you uncheck Sub 1, 2, and 3 then only check Sub 1 and 2, the result is
shown below.

The Calc ABC button recalculates ABC level prices based on the table you define in Setup. You might
need to use this function in the grid if you modify the cost for any entries.
Click Save to add all components in the grid to your RMS database. If duplicate SRNs are contained in
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the grid you will receive a warning.

Select Yes to save the matrix components with the same SRN. Select No to return to the grid for
corrections. The offending SRNs will be highlighted in red.

NOTE: In some apparel markets a style code may be used as the base SRN for all items in a matrix.
While some manufacturers recognize the benefits of tracking size, color, and style as separate SKUs,
you may be forced to accept the duplicate SRNs. Other products may be sold with a pre-packaged size
mix. Example: Gloves pre-packed in a size run of 2-4-4-2 mix (S, M, L, XL). Entering these items as
separate matrix components has little value since they can't be ordered that way.
A similar check validates GTIN entries (UPC and EAN barcodes). In this case duplicates are not allowed.

Click OK to return to the grid and remove or correct the offending entries.
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To clear all entries in a column delete the first entry, then right-click and select Copy, then right-click
and select Paste to all Rows.

When your matrix is saved a confirmation box will appear identifying the matrix class lookup code.

If quantities were entered you will be prompted to print labels after the matrix is saved.
Should you need to add to your matrix item in the future, you can do so in one of three ways using DRS
Power Ops. See the topics Edit Matrix and Add to a Matrix in Power Ops Help for instructions. We
suggest you use the procedure to expand the associated style sheet as this ensures all items in the
matrix maintain a relationship to the original style sheet.
1.4.3.6

Copy
The Copy button allows you to copy an existing item in Bike-alog to create a new item for import. This
feature allows you to quickly add new products that are not currently listed in Bike-alog. Example: A new
size, color, flavor, etc. or an upgraded model with similar characteristics.
NOTE: You can also use this feature to import an item and assign a supplier that is not in Bike-alog.
Canadian retailers can use this method to import from Bike-alog, but assign their Canadian distributor
and Supplier Reorder Number.
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The Copy form functions the same as the New item form with two exceptions. Instead of a Supplier
button to select Bike-alog supplier data, you are prompted to enter a Supplier Reorder Number and
select from your current list of RMS Suppliers. Secondly, you cannot populate sub-descriptions using a
style sheet.
Example:

The picture icon

allows you to enter a Picture link by selecting an image filename or entering a URL.
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Click Save to add your entry to the item database. If the item description is already on file in RMS you
will receive a warning to change it. If the new item add is successful a confirmation box will appear
identifying the ILC added.
If a quantity was entered you will be prompted to print labels after the item is saved.
NOTE: When connected to an HQ database, the Tax selection box will be greyed out. Sales tax in an
HQ environment is automatically assigned using DRS AutoGen. See AutoGen, Miscellaneous tab.
1.4.3.7

Picture
Pictures of items can be viewed and imported if available in Bike-alog or included as links in supplier
files.
You can only view pictures of Bike-alog products if the Bike-alog CD is installed in the local PC, or you
have setup Bike-alog for network installation and the workstation has access to a shared CD-ROM drive.
Other product images in Bike-alog are made available from their photo library web service. JumpStart will
first attempt to locate the picture on the Bike-alog CD, then search Bike-alog's web service.
Example 1:
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These pictures will be imported into RMS when Import is selected item. Click Large to view the image in
its native pixel size.
If the Bike-alog product image is not currently accessible or the supplier file link cannot be found, the
missing filename will be identified.
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If the product does not include a photo on file the following message will appear.
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A picture icon
is also available in the New or Copy form. Clicking on this icon will allow you to select
an image file name or enter a URL.

Click on the ellipsis
to select an image. The default location for images is the Pictures folder defined
in Store Operations Administrator, File, Configuration, Paths tab. If you select an image from a
different folder it will be copied to the Pictures folder.
NOTE: If you enter a URL instead of a file name, the URL must not exceed 50 characters. URLs must
also start with www or http.
Once the image link is saved, the picture icon on the New form will change to color
click on this icon to view the image.

1.4.4

. You can then

Suppliers
The Supplier tab provides a split listing of both the suppliers in your RMS database and the complete
vendor list in Bike-alog.
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You can search by Company name to quickly locate a supplier, then click View or Import. You can also
double-click on a supplier listing to view the details. The default search is by Company name, but you
can click on any column header to change the search criteria (Code, Company, City, State, Phone, Fax,
Acct #).

New -- allows you to add a new supplier to RMS when importing from Bike-alog is not possible.
Sync Supplier -- allows you to synchronize Bike-alog supplier information with existing suppliers on file
in RMS.
QuickLoad -- provides a method to create a list of items for batch import based on vendor part
numbers.

1.4.4.1

View
The View Details screen will differ depending on which view list is highlighted. Entries highlighted in the
top window list will display your RMS supplier information. Entries highlighted in the bottom window list
will display Bike-alog's information. You can double-click on a supplier listing to view the details.
RMS Supplier Details:
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Editable fields include Supplier Code, Contact, Account #, Terms, and Notes. Changes made to
these entries will update your Supplier file in RMS.
Entries highlighted in the bottom window will display Bike-alog's information when viewed.
Bike-alog Vendor (Supplier) Details:
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Import
When you select the Import option in the Supplier tab, the information in Bike-alog is transferred into
your RMS supplier table.

The import routine first checks to see if the supplier code from Bike-alog is already in use in RMS, or if
the Supplier from Bike-alog has already been mapped to an existing entry in your RMS Supplier
database.
If a supplier is already on file with the same Supplier Code you will receive a warning message.
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If a supplier with the same code is not on file you will be prompted to add it.

If successful, you will receive a confirmation message.

You will also be prompted to add this supplier to your list of Preferred Suppliers.

1.4.4.3

New
Use this option when the supplier cannot be imported from Bike-alog. Since selecting a supplier is
required when adding a new item, you'll want to add a new supplier first before using the New form to
create new items from that supplier.
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QuickLoad
QuickLoad allows you to import a list of supplier part numbers or GTINs to create batch import lists. You
can then view and import only those items instead of searching through supplier catalogs for the
products you carry. You can optionally include quantities to enter starting counts and print price labels at
the same time. This effectively bypasses the receiving process (PO's) and is only recommended for
initial loading of inventory or for new items. You can optionally include cost and retail price (if known)
which will over-ride the import values.
While QuickLoad's primary function is to build your starting database, you can also use this feature to
import new products at any time. Supplier part numbers can be manually typed in or imported from flat
text files (CSV or tab-delimited).
QuickLoad works with any Bike-alog vendor or with direct linked suppliers. A VPN (vendor part number)
or GTIN match is required to build a QuickLoad list.
QuickLoad conditions:
a. Bikes and Framesets from Bike-alog are not supported for QuickLoad; bike lines are best imported
from the JumpStart tab.
b. Does not add items that are added to the Want List based on GTIN if the item does not have a VPN
on file in Bike-alog for the selected supplier.
c. Formatted descriptions from JumpStart are used if specified (see below).
d. Image file names or URLs are included if present.
e. The same item can be in the QuickAdd table multiple times if imported for different suppliers.
For all suppliers other than direct linked suppliers QuickLoad items are added to the Bike-alog Want
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list.
Quantity entry is also supported for any direct linked suppliers. This allows you to add inventory counts
and print price labels at the same time.
Examples:
Use a handheld to scan and record GTINs and quantities by supplier. Import the handheld file into
JumpStart to create your batch list.
Import your historical purchases based on past invoices from your suppliers (create a text file or
manually key in the part numbers).
Import a text file comprised of part numbers purchased over the last year. Contact your supplier(s)
and ask if they can extract a part number list from their business system and email this file to you.
Edit a supplier product catalog in spreadsheet format (XLS), delete items you don't carry, then
export the remaining part numbers to a text file (CSV or tab-delimited).
Import at text file of PO data for new items including part numbers, quantities,costs, and retail price.
IMPORTANT: While QuickLoad could be used to import bike models, it is best to import bike lines using
the bicycle specific features in JumpStart. See JumpStart tab, Bikes section. Select Year and Brand,
then import any models you will be carrying as matrix items. Or alternately use a Supplier File and direct
supplier link if the brand of bicycles you carry is supported. The advantage to direct supplier links for
bike line import is they also include costs, price levels, and vendor part numbers.
To begin a QuickLoad import you should first perform a search by company name. The supplier should
exist in both the upper and lower windows of the Supplier tab. If not, import the supplier into RMS. If the
supplier exists in both windows but the supplier code in RMS does not match the vendor ID in Bike-alog,
click Sync Supplier.
Next highlight the supplier name in the lower window and click the QuickLoad button. If the supplier is
not already synched with Bike-alog you will be prompted to Sync Supplier before continuing.
You will be prompted to import from a file or manually enter your part numbers or GTINs.

If you select the file option, you will be prompted to select a text file. The file must be CSV (comma
separated variable) or a tab-delimited text file (.TXT).
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CSV or tab-delimited files for QuickLoad should contain only the vendor part number (or GTIN) plus
optional quantity, cost, and retail price. If the file contains more information than this you will need to
remove the extra data using Notepad or Excel prior to import.
Example CSV:
2987372,4
7635329,12
Example tab-delimited:
2987372<tab>4
7635329<tab>12
If you select Manual Entry there are two types of entry boxes. One for Bike-alog vendors (quantities entry
not supported) and the other for direct link suppliers (quantity entry allowed along with cost and retail
price).
Example of Bike-alog manual entry form (part numbers only):
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Example of direct-linked supplier manual entry form (qty, cost, and retail price supported):
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Click Import. If a QuickLoad file already exist for the supplier you will be prompted to delete the existing
list. Select Yes to replace the current list. Select No to add to your existing QuickLoad list. Duplicates
will be skipped. Note: This check only occurs for direct linked suppliers.

Next imported part numbers will be compared with the supplier catalog data in JumpStart. If an item
match is not found a warning box will appear so you can view a log file containing invalid part numbers.
You can correct these entries in the import file and import again. Or you may need to manually create
items if they cannot be imported (not on file in supplier catalogs).
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Next the import confirmation box will appear.

Click Yes to proceed to the import list view.
If you quick loaded a Bike-alog supplier, you will be directed to the Bike-alog tab to view the Want List
results.
If you quick loaded a direct linked supplier, you will be directed to that supplier's catalog preview with
QuickLoad enabled.
You can now proceed with standard item import, matrix import, tagged matrix import, or tagged batch
import for items in the same category.
Example (direct supplier link):
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TIP: To import QuickLoad items in batch mode, select only items from the same category. You can then
tag as many items as you want to create a worksheet for batch import.
NOTE: Quantity import is only supported when QuickLoad is used with a direct-link supplier. When using
QuickLoad for Bike-alog vendors, quantities can be entered during the final import step when items are
assigned a dept/category and retail price.
Example (Bike-alog Want List generated by a QuickLoad file import):

IMPORTANT: You can only tag items and import items that belong to the same matrix on a Bike-alog
Want List. Tagged batch import is not currently supported.

1.4.5

JumpStart
This tab enables you to accelerate the import process by focusing on a specific group of items by brand/
manufacturer rather than searching for items from the Bike-alog tab. Typically you would use this option
to rapidly load an empty database or add a new brand of products to your RMS system.
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Bikes -- Select model year and brand to preview all models, or optionally filter by type (category) and
model.
PAC Items -- Select Parts, Accessories, Clothing and other products by Brand, and optionally filter by
dept, category, or sub-category.
Update existing items -- Utility to populate your existing RMS item entries with data from Bike-alog.
Supplier File -- Support for external catalogs is provided if a supplier maintains a file in a compatible
format. If you'd like your suppliers to participate in JumpStart, have them contact DRS for more
information at jumpstart@digitalretailer.com.
NOTE: You should not use JumpStart to indiscriminately import product catalogs. Filling your RMS
database with items you will never sell only decreases the usefulness of reports and limits your ability to
quickly locate active items in your database. The major advantage to JumpStart is the ability to view all
product data and selectively import only what you intend to sell or already carry. You can always add
more items later on demand.
1.4.5.1

Bikes
Select this option to preview bicycles by model year and brand with the option to filter by type (category)
and model name. This allows you to quickly import bicycle lines including product images and matrix
generation of size/color runs.
The Preview button will activate as soon as you select a brand. You can further refine the listing by
specifying Type and Model before previewing.
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Example: Select 2005 and Giant bicycles, then click Preview.

Selected bicycles will include Retail (MSRP) if supplied to Bike-alog by the manufacturer or distributor.

Click Import or double-click on an entry to Import the item or click View to see Item Details.
NOTE: The Copy button allows you to quickly add a new product that is not currently listed in Bike-alog.
Example: An upgraded model with similar characteristics or name.
Example View:
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Example Import:
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Required entries include:
ILC (this can be autogenerated if you have DRS AutoGen installed)
Department
Category (if enabled in Setup)
Retail Price
In most cases bicycle models will include multiple sizes and colors and you will be prompted to import
the entry as a matrix.

Select Yes to proceed to Matrix import. Select No if you only want to create a single item entry for all
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sizes and colors.
NOTE: You should not use JumpStart to indiscriminately import product catalogs. Filling your RMS
database with items you will never sell only decreases the usefulness of reports and limits your ability to
quickly locate active items in your database. A major advantage to JumpStart is the ability to view all
product data and selectively import only what you intend to sell. You can always add more items later on
demand.
1.4.5.2

PAC Items
Select this option to preview products by brand with the option to filter by department, category, and subcategory. This allows you to quickly import a group of products by brand. You can use the tag feature to
generate matrices for items that are listed in multiple dimensions (size, color, flavor, etc).
The Preview button will activate as soon as you select a brand. Depending on the brand selected you
can further refine the listing by specifying department, category, and sub-category filters. If the brand
selected has limited entries within any filter, auto-preview will activate to immediately list the
associated items.

Example:
1) Select the Brand Pedro's, Dept Accessories, Category Maintenance, and Sub-Category
Lubricants.
2) Click Preview and scroll down to Ice Wax, 4 oz, squeeze bottle.
3) Click Import.
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NOTE: You can also tag items of the same model name and import them as a tagged matrix. The Copy
button allows you to quickly add a new product that is not currently listed in Bike-alog. Example: An
upgraded model with similar characteristics or name.
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Required entries include:
ILC (this can be autogenerated if you have DRS AutoGen installed)
Description
Department
Category (if enabled in Setup)
Retail Price
Supplier(s) from Bike-alog
Proceed as normal to edit the form and select Supplier(s) before saving your import.
NOTE: You should not use JumpStart to indiscriminately import product catalogs. Filling your RMS
database with items you will never sell only decreases the usefulness of reports and limits your ability to
quickly locate active items in your database. A major advantage to JumpStart is the ability to view all
product data and selectively import only what you intend to sell. You can always add more items later as
needed.
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1.4.5.2.1 Tagged matrix

This option can be used to tag entries of the same model and import them as a matrix instead of one
item at a time.
IMPORTANT: You only need to used this method if the items are want to import are not already
identified as a matrix. If items do belong to a matrix, you will be prompted to import the entire matrix
when you select one item to import. However, tagged matrix can be used to import selected entries
rather than the entire matrix. Example: Selected sizes or colors.
Dimensions such as size and color will be extracted from matrix tables provided in Bike-alog. If the
dimensions are not tabled in Bike-alog you can use Smart Extract.
A Preferred Supplier must exist for all tagged items prior to import or you will be prompted to add the
supplier when the first item is imported.
The tagged item cannot belong to "Bike & Frameset". These entries should be imported using the
JumpStart tab option for Bikes instead.
During import Description will overflow to Extended Description if over 30 characters. Suggested
description will use the formatted description defined in Setup.
NOTE: As a general rule tagged matrix should only be used for products that are ordered in a matrix grid,
such as apparel and some accessories. Most parts are best imported as individual items even if they are
available in multiple dimensions.
Example: Make your brand selection for PAC Items and click Preview.
1) Select Pearl Izumi, Clothing/Helmets/Shoes, Jerseys/Shirts/Arm Warmers/Etc.
2) Click Preview and scroll down to Tank Tops.
3) Locate and highlight the first entry for women's "Quantum Crop".
4) Hold down the Shift key and mouse-click to tag each entry or press the down arrow key until all
entries are highlighted.
(You can also use the standard Ctrl or Shift key options and mouse-clicks to select all or selected
entries for import.)
5) Click Import.
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NOTE: You can only tag items of the same model name. If you tag unrelated items you will receive an
error when you click Import.

The import routine will attempt to associate a Preferred supplier with your tagged selection. If there is
only one supplier for the tagged items, and the supplier is not currently on file, you will be prompted to
add the supplier and mark the entry as Preferred.
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If necessary, select Department, Category, and Primary Supplier, then use "smart extract" to modify
your size/color entries.
Proceed as normal to edit the matrix grid and Save your entries.
If quantities were entered you will be prompted to print labels after the matrix is saved.
1.4.5.2.2 Tagged batch

This option can be used to tag entries in the same category and import them in batch mode instead of
one item at a time.
Tagged batch is the quickest way to load your database for the first time, or to add new products from
the same category.
The tagged item cannot belong to "Bike & Frameset". These entries should be imported using the
JumpStart tab option for Bikes instead.
During import Description will overflow to Extended Description if over 30 characters. Suggested
description will use the formatted description defined in Setup.
When you tag items and select Import you will be prompted to import the tagged item as a matrix or in
batch mode as individual items.
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Select Matrix if the tagged items are all the same model product and you want to create a matrix grid.
Select Batch if the tagged items are different products in the same category and you want to create a
batch worksheet.
If your selection does not pass validation checks you will receive a warning.
Example: Items are not members of the same model matrix, or items are not in the same category.
Example (JumpStart, PAC, 4th level selection):

You can then tag entries for batch import.

If the supplier is not already on file in RMS you will be prompted to add them as a preferred supplier.
Then the batch import form will appear.
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Complete the import by selecting dept/category (if not already mapped). Then scroll to the right to edit or
confirm prices, GTIN, restocking levels, etc. Click Save when finished.
If quantities were entered you will be prompted to print labels after the items are saved.
IMPORTANT: Tagged items for batch import must belong to the same category for mapping purposes.
1.4.5.3

Update existing items
Select this option to update your existing items in RMS with data from Bike-alog.

The Update button will activate as soon as you select an option and generate a supplier list.
Options include:

Full Description to Notes -- select this option to populate the Notes field in RMS with the full item
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description from Bike-alog. Notes can then be used to provide more information on each product at POS,
or this information can be pushed to web catalogs for use with online shopping carts.
MPN entries to Supplier tab -- select this option to populate the Supplier tab with a Manufacturer Part
Number. MPN can be used to identify products when a GTIN index is not practical.
NOTE: MPN is preferred index for SmartEtailing.com POS Sync when the item is available from multiple
suppliers.
GTIN (UPC/EAN) to Alias -- select this option to add a UPC or EAN from Bike-alog as an Alias for an
item on file in RMS.
Update Full Description, MPN and GTIN (UPC/EAN) -- select this option to perform all three options.
Update Pictures -- select this option to import pictures from Bike-alog for items on file in RMS.
After you select an option click on Suppliers to generate a list of qualifying entries.

You can now select from the drop-down list. Qualifying suppliers include those that have been synched
with Bike-alog vendors by Supplier ID.

The first number indicates the total number of items associated with that supplier as a primary or
alternate supplier. The second number indicates the total number of valid SRNs (Supplier Reorder
Numbers) on file. If the first number is significantly higher than the second, it means many of your items
are missing SRNs.
Example: (151/92) would indicate 151 items are associated with the supplier, but only 92 items have an
SRN entry on file in the Supplier tab of Item Properties.
NOTE: Proper SRNs are the key to a successful update. Missing or incorrect entries will be skipped.
Once you select a supplier the Update button will activate. Click Update to begin the process. First you
will be asked to confirm the supplier name in RMS is correctly synched with the Bike-alog supplier. If
incorrect, select No and sync the supplier.
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Click Yes to begin the scan. Matching entries by Supplier ID and SRN will be updated with the data you
selected.

Upon completion of the scan the results will be displayed.

0 Notes (or MPNs) added means entries on file already exist for Notes (or MPNs) or there were no
matches by SRN.
Other options run with similar results displayed. Example:
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You can run this routine as often as you like. Its primary purpose is to populate an existing database
when you first install JumpStart, but it is also useful to update your RMS database with missing data or
to add pictures as Bike-alog builds its photo library.
Once your RMS file has been synched with Bike-alog data, future imports can include Full Description
to Notes and MPNs to Supplier tab by selecting these as default import rules in Setup.
1.4.5.4

Supplier File
Select this option to preview products using a direct-link to participating suppliers. To interface with
JumpStart a supplier must maintain one or two flat data files and store them in an FTP folder on their
website or order entry server. This enables retailers running RMS to download product catalogs and
update prices in their point-of-sale system. You can also check stock availability at your supplier's
warehouses and update your RMS database using supplier information.
NOTE: This feature requires DRS Linker to be installed and activated for the selected supplier. See DRS
Linker Help for details. The supplier code on file must also match Bike-alog's unique vendor code.
Example: gianti for Giant Bicycles.
Current suppliers include:
Downeast Bicycle Specialists (downea)
Electra Bicycle Company (electr)
Giant Bicycles USA (gianti)
Hawley Company (hawley)
J&B Importers (jb)
Louis Garneau (lg)
Pearl Izumi (pearl)
Quality Bicycle Products (qualbk)
Shimano American Corp (shiman)
Specialized (sbi)
Interested suppliers should contact jumpstart@digitalretailer.com for details. If you subscribe to a DRS
annual maintenance plan for the Bicycle Bundle you will be notified when new supplier links are available.
Or you can elect to upgrade your JumpStart license as updates are released.

When a supplier is selected, the buttons to the right will activate.
Setup -- select this button if your supplier requires configuration options to be selected such as price
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level or warehouse location.
Example:

Update -- select this button to update pictures, manufacturer part number, cost, GTIN, combination,
mark discontinued items as inactive, add a supplier based on GTIN match, or assign a supplier as the
primary supplier for items on file.
Example:

Mapping -- select this button to view the current dept/category mapping for the selected supplier.
Example:
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If a category has been improperly mapped, use the Remove button to clear it.
Preview -- select this button to view the supplier's product catalog.
If the supplier link is not properly setup you will receive this warning. See DRS Linker Help for
instructions.

If the current catalog file is older than the update schedule offered by the supplier, you will receive a
warning message.
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You should verify DRS Linker is scheduled to run the update at the appropriate day/time. Or you can run
the update manually to download the latest file. See DRS Linker Help for instructions.
If the supplier file is available and properly linked, the preview screen will appear.
Example:

Search by
The default Search by locates entries by Description and lists items sorted by description. You can
search other columns exclusively (except Year) by clicking on the associated column header.
You can perform both progressive and exclusive searches. If a list view is present, typing in the first few
characters will jump to the first matching entry (progressive search). Typing in a text string followed by
<Enter> will limit the listing to only items matching the text string (exclusive search). The separators %
and & are also supported to help you narrow the results.
Examples:
gi will immediately jump to and highlight the first entry starting with the letters gi.
superpro <Enter> will locate and list only items with superpro in Description.
gi%red will locate any items with gi followed by red within Description.
gi&red will locate any items with gi and red in Description (plus VPN and Model) or gi in Description,
VPN, or Model and red within Size, Color, or Brand.
=xxx will locate an exact match for xxx in the selected field or GTIN, MPN, SRN if Quick Scan is
enabled.
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Quick Scan -- Select this checkbox to restrict searches to GTIN, MPN, or SRN only. Use this option if
you already know part numbers or partial numbers.
TIP: Press F3 to clear the text box without losing your filters or option settings.
Check Stock -- select this button to verify availability at supplier warehouses.
Example:

Picture -- select this button to view a picture (if available). You can also download the image into RMS if
permitted by the supplier.
Import -- select this button to import the item. Normal import procedures apply.
View -- select this button to view items details. This information will vary depending on the supplier data.
Example:
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If show cost data is not enabled in Setup, press Ctrl-W to display it.
If the item is already on file in RMS, a warning message will appear in red text.
If the item is already on file from a different supplier and you mark the item as already imported when
prompted, you will also be prompted to add the supplier as an alternate.
1.4.5.4.1 Tagged matrix

This option can be used to tag entries of the same model and import them as a matrix instead of one
item at a time.
IMPORTANT: You only need to used this method if the items are want to import are not already
identified as a matrix. If items do belong to a matrix, you will be prompted to import the entire matrix
when you select one item to import. However, tagged matrix can be used to import selected entries
rather than the entire matrix. Example: Selected sizes or colors.
During import Description will overflow to Extended Description if over 30 characters. Suggested
description will use the formatted description defined in Setup.
Any list view is a candidate for tagged matrix import provided the supplier has grouped their matrix items
by model description. If not, you will only be able import as a tagged batch (individual items).
NOTE: As a general rule tagged matrix should only be used for products that are ordered in a matrix grid,
such as apparel and some accessories. Most parts are best imported as individual items even if they are
available in multiple dimensions.
Example (Supplier File, Hawley Company, Gloves, selected sizes in one color):
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1) Locate and highlight the first entry you want to import as a matrix.
2) Hold down the Shift key and mouse-click to tag each entry or press the down arrow key until all
entries are highlighted.
(You can also use the standard Ctrl or Shift key options and mouse-clicks to select all or selected
entries for import.)
3) Click Import.

In this example we have selected BLUE only in sizes SM to XL. The alternative import would have been
to highlight one item in the matrix and import all sizes and colors when prompted.
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If necessary, select Department, Category and proceed as normal to edit the matrix grid and Save
your entries.
Click Save to add your entry to the item database. If the item description is already on file in RMS you
will receive a warning to change it. If the new item add is successful a confirmation box will appear
identifying the ILC added.

If quantities were entered you will be prompted to print labels after the matrix is saved.
1.4.5.4.2 Tagged batch

This option can be used to tag entries in the same category and import them in batch mode instead of
one item at a time. Tagged batch is the quickest way to load your database for the first time, or to add
new products from the same category.
During import Description will overflow to Extended Description if over 30 characters. Suggested
description will use the formatted description defined in Setup.
When you tag items and select Import you will be prompted to import the tagged item as a matrix or in
batch mode as individual items.
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Select Matrix if the tagged items are all the same model product and you want to create a matrix grid.
Select Batch if the tagged items are different products in the same category and you want to create a
batch worksheet.
If your selection does not pass validation checks you will receive a warning.
Example: Items are not members of the same model matrix, or items are not in the same category.
TIP: When importing items in batch mode from a QuickLoad list, it helps to sort the list view by the
category column when previewing a direct linked supplier catalog.
Example (Supplier File, QBP, QuickLoad list enabled, sorted by Category):

You can use tagged batch in conjunction with QuickLoad to filter your category lists prior to import.
In this example we have highlighted two products that belong to the Panniers catalog.
Next click Import and select batch import.
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Complete the import by selecting dept/category (if not already mapped). Then scroll to the right to edit or
confirm prices, GTIN, restocking levels, etc. Click Save when finished.
If quantities were entered you will be prompted to print labels after the items are saved.
1.4.5.4.3 Dow neast Bicycle Specialists

Select Downeast Bicycle Specialists to import items from Downeast's product catalog or check
availability. Tagged matrix and tagged batch import is also supported.

Select Update to update pictures, manufacturer part number, cost, GTIN, combination, mark
discontinued items as inactive, add a supplier based on GTIN match, or assign a supplier as the primary
supplier for items on file.
Select Mapping to view current dept/category map for Downeast products.
Select Preview to view Downeast's current product catalog.
Example:
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Search by provides quick search options by Description or other columns.
Downeast's catalog includes filtering options for Brand, Dept, and Category.
The QuickLoad options allows you to limit the list view to only QuickLoad entries.
The Quick Scan option allows you to limit the text search by GTIN, MPN, or SRN.
Other checkbox options include Exclude prior imports.
Date options include New items added since mm-dd-yy.
The Check Stock button will display quantities on hand at Downeast's warehouse since the last file
update (3-4x daily).
Example:
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NOTE: Model column entries determine whether an item can be imported as a matrix. By default all
associated entries with the same model name will be imported as a matrix. You can also tag selected
items with the same model name to include them in a tagged matrix.
Picture -- select this button to view a picture (if available). Pictures will be downloaded and linked to the
product when imported.
Example:

Import -- select this button to import the item. Normal import procedures apply.
Example:
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View -- select this button to view items details. This information will vary depending on the supplier data.
Example:
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If show cost data is not enabled in Setup, press Ctrl-W to display it.
If the item is already on file in RMS, a warning message will appear in red text.
1.4.5.4.4 Electra Bicycle Company

Select Electra Bicycle Company to import items from Electra's product catalog or check availability.
Tagged matrix and tagged batch import is also supported.

Click Setup to set home warehouse location.
Select Update to update pictures, manufacturer part number, cost, GTIN, combination, mark
discontinued items as inactive, add a supplier based on GTIN match, or assign a supplier as the primary
supplier for items on file.
Select Mapping to view current dept/category map for Electra Bicycle Company products.
Select Preview to view Electra's current product catalog.
Example:
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Search by provides quick search options by Description or other columns.
Electra's catalog includes filtering options for Dept, Category and Model.
The QuickLoad options allows you to limit the list view to only QuickLoad entries.
The Quick Scan option allows you to limit the text search by GTIN, MPN, or SRN.
Other checkbox options include Exclude prior imports.
Date options include New items added since mm-dd-yy.
The Check Stock button will display quantities on hand at Electra's warehouse since the last file update
(hourly).
Example:

NOTE: Model column entries determine whether an item can be imported as a matrix. By default all
associated entries with the same model name will be imported as a matrix. You can also tag selected
items with the same model name to include them in a tagged matrix.
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Picture -- select this button to view a picture (if available). Pictures will be downloaded and linked to the
product when imported.
Example:

Import -- select this button to import the item. Normal import procedures apply.
Example:
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View -- select this button to view items details. This information will vary depending on the supplier data.
Example:
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If show cost data is not enabled in Setup, press Ctrl-W to display it.
If the item is already on file in RMS, a warning message will appear in red text.
1.4.5.4.5 Giant Bicycles USA

Select Giant Bicycle to import items from Giant's product catalog or check availability. Tagged matrix
and tagged batch import is also supported.

Click Setup to set price level and home warehouse location.
Example:

Select Update to update pictures, manufacturer part number, cost, GTIN, combination, mark
discontinued items as inactive, add a supplier based on GTIN match, or assign a supplier as the primary
2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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supplier for items on file.
Select Mapping to view current dept/category map for Giant products.
Select Preview to view Giant's current product catalog.
Example:

Search by provides quick search options by Description or other columns.
Giant's catalog includes filtering options for Brand, Dept, Category, Model, and Year.
The QuickLoad options allows you to limit the list view to only QuickLoad entries.
The Quick Scan option allows you to limit the text search by GTIN, MPN, or SRN.
Other checkbox options include Exclude discontinued items and Exclude prior imports.
Date options include New items added since mm-dd-yy or Items changed since mm-dd-yy.
The Check Stock button will display quantities on hand at Giant's warehouses since the last file update
(daily).
Example:
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NOTE: Model column entries determine whether an item can be imported as a matrix. By default all
associated entries with the same model name will be imported as a matrix. You can also tag selected
items with the same model name to include them in a tagged matrix.
Picture -- select this button to view a picture (if available). Pictures will be downloaded and linked to the
product when imported.
Example:

2004-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Import -- select this button to import the item. Normal import procedures apply.
Example:

View -- select this button to view items details. This information will vary depending on the supplier data.
Example:
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If show cost data is not enabled in Setup, press Ctrl-W to display it.
If the item is already on file in RMS, a warning message will appear in red text.
1.4.5.4.6 Haw ley Company

Select The Hawley Company to import items from Hawley's product catalog or check availability. Tagged
matrix and tagged batch import is also supported.

Click Setup to set Matrix child item description format. Formatted description will base this entry on
the parent item description entered in the Import form. Hawley description will import the description on
file in Hawley's product catalog.
Example:
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Select Update to update pictures, manufacturer part number, cost, GTIN, combination, mark
discontinued items as inactive, add a supplier based on GTIN match, or assign a supplier as the primary
supplier for items on file.
Select Mapping to view current dept/category map for Hawley products.
Select Preview to view Hawley's current product catalog.
Example:

Search by provides quick search options by Description or other columns.
Hawley's catalog includes filtering options for Brand, Dept, Category, and Model.
The QuickLoad options allows you to limit the list view to only QuickLoad entries.
The Quick Scan option allows you to limit the text search by GTIN, MPN, or SRN.
Other checkbox options include Exclude prior imports.
Date options include New items added since mm-dd-yy.
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The Check Stock button will display quantities on hand at Hawley's warehouses since the last file
update (daily).
Example:

NOTE: Model column entries determine whether an item can be imported as a matrix. By default all
associated entries with the same model name will be imported as a matrix. You can also tag selected
items with the same model name to include them in a tagged matrix.
Picture -- select this button to view a picture (if available). Pictures will be downloaded and linked to the
product when imported.
Example:
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Import -- select this button to import the item. Normal import procedures apply.
Example:
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View -- select this button to view items details. This information will vary depending on the supplier data.
Example:
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If show cost data is not enabled in Setup, press Ctrl-W to display it.
If the item is already on file in RMS, a warning message will appear in red text.

1.4.5.4.7 Louis Garneau

Select Louis Garneau to import items from their product catalog. Tagged matrix and tagged batch import
is also supported.

Select Update to update pictures, manufacturer part number, cost, GTIN, combination, mark
discontinued items as inactive, add a supplier based on GTIN match, or assign a supplier as the primary
supplier for items on file.
Select Mapping to view current dept/category map for Electra Bicycle Company products.
Select Preview to view Garneau's current product catalog.
Example:
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Search by provides quick search options by Description or other columns.
Garneau's catalog includes filtering options for Dept, Category, Model, and Year (season).
The QuickLoad options allows you to limit the list view to only QuickLoad entries.
The Quick Scan option allows you to limit the text search by GTIN, MPN, or SRN.
Other checkbox options include Exclude prior imports.
NOTE: Model column entries determine whether an item can be imported as a matrix. By default all
associated entries with the same model name will be imported as a matrix. You can also tag selected
items with the same model name to include them in a tagged matrix.
Picture -- select this button to view a picture (if available). Pictures will be downloaded and linked to the
product when imported.
Example:
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Import -- select this button to import the item. Normal import procedures apply.
Example:
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View -- select this button to view items details. This information will vary depending on the supplier data.
Example:
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If show cost data is not enabled in Setup, press Ctrl-W to display it.
If the item is already on file in RMS, a warning message will appear in red text.
1.4.5.4.8 Pearl Izumi

Select Pearl Izumi to import items from their product catalog. Tagged matrix and tagged batch import is
also supported.

Click Setup to set your home warehouse location.
Select Update to update pictures, manufacturer part number, cost, GTIN, combination, mark
discontinued items as inactive, add a supplier based on GTIN match, or assign a supplier as the primary
supplier for items on file.
Select Mapping to view current dept/category map for Electra Bicycle Company products.
Select Preview to view Pearl Izumi's current product catalog.
Example:
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Search by provides quick search options by Description or other columns.
Pearl Izumi's catalog includes filtering options for Dept, Category, Model, and Year (season).
The QuickLoad options allows you to limit the list view to only QuickLoad entries.
The Quick Scan option allows you to limit the text search by GTIN, MPN, or SRN.
Other checkbox options include Exclude prior imports.
NOTE: Model column entries determine whether an item can be imported as a matrix. By default all
associated entries with the same model name will be imported as a matrix. You can also tag selected
items with the same model name to include them in a tagged matrix.
Picture -- select this button to view a picture (if available). Pictures will be downloaded and linked to the
product when imported.
Import -- select this button to import the item. Normal import procedures apply.
Example:
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View -- select this button to view items details. This information will vary depending on the supplier data.
Example:
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If show cost data is not enabled in Setup, press Ctrl-W to display it.
If the item is already on file in RMS, a warning message will appear in red text.
1.4.5.4.9 Quality Bicycle Products

Select Quality Bicycle Products to import items from QBP's product catalog or check availability.
Tagged matrix and tagged batch import is also supported.

Click Setup to define home warehouse location and a search page URL for a SmartEtailing.com website
with SOC enabled (QBP's Special Order Catalog). When this option is enabled an Info button on the
Picture form or item details form will link to the retailer's website for more information.
Example:
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Select Update to update pictures, manufacturer part number, cost, GTIN, combination, mark
discontinued items as inactive, add a supplier based on GTIN match, or assign a supplier as the primary
supplier for items on file.
Select Mapping to view current dept/category map for QBP products.
Select Preview to view QBP's current product catalog.
Example:

Search by provides quick search options by Description or other columns.
QBP's catalog includes filtering options for Brand, Category, Model, and Rank. Rank indicates top
sellers based on the current sales activity.
The QuickLoad options allows you to limit the list view to only QuickLoad entries.
The Quick Scan option allows you to limit the text search by GTIN, MPN, or SRN.
Other checkbox options include Exclude discontinued items and Exclude prior imports.
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Date options include New items added since mm-dd-yy or Items changed since mm-dd-yy.
The Check Stock button will display quantities on hand at QBP's warehouse since the last file update
(real time).
Example:

NOTE: Model column entries determine whether an item can be imported as a matrix. By default all
associated entries with the same model name will be imported as a matrix. You can also tag selected
items with the same model name to include them in a tagged matrix.
Picture -- select this button to view a picture (if available). Picture import of QBP images is not
allowed at this time.
Example:
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Import -- select this button to import the item. Normal import procedures apply.
Example:

View -- select this button to view items details. This information will vary depending on the supplier data.
Example:
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If show cost data is not enabled in Setup, press Ctrl-W to display it.
If the item is already on file in RMS, a warning message will appear in red text.
1.4.5.4.10 Shimano American Corp.

Select Shimano American Corp to import items from their product catalog. Tagged matrix and tagged
batch import is also supported.

Click Setup to set your home warehouse location.
Select Update to update pictures, manufacturer part number, cost, GTIN, combination, mark
discontinued items as inactive, add a supplier based on GTIN match, or assign a supplier as the primary
supplier for items on file.
Select Mapping to view current dept/category map for Electra Bicycle Company products.
Select Preview to view Pearl Izumi's current product catalog.
Example:
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Search by provides quick search options by Description or other columns.
Shimano's catalog includes filtering options for Dept, Category, Model, and Year (season).
The QuickLoad options allows you to limit the list view to only QuickLoad entries.
The Quick Scan option allows you to limit the text search by GTIN, MPN, or SRN.
Other checkbox options include Exclude prior imports.
NOTE: Model column entries determine whether an item can be imported as a matrix. By default all
associated entries with the same model name will be imported as a matrix. You can also tag selected
items with the same model name to include them in a tagged matrix.
Picture -- select this button to view a picture (if available). Pictures will be downloaded and linked to the
product when imported.
Import -- select this button to import the item. Normal import procedures apply.
Example:
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View -- select this button to view items details. This information will vary depending on the supplier data.
Example:
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If show cost data is not enabled in Setup, press Ctrl-W to display it.
If the item is already on file in RMS, a warning message will appear in red text.
1.4.5.4.11 Specialized

Select Specialized to import items from Specialized's product catalog. Tagged matrix and tagged batch
import is also supported.

Click Setup to set your price level (1-4) and home warehouse location.
Example:

Select Update to update pictures, manufacturer part number, cost, GTIN, combination, mark
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discontinued items as inactive, add a supplier based on GTIN match, or assign a supplier as the primary
supplier for items on file.
Select Mapping to view current dept/category map for Specialized products.
Select Preview to view Specialized's current product catalog.
Example:

Search by provides quick search options by Description or other columns.
Specialized's catalog includes filtering options for Dept, Category, Model, and Year.
The QuickLoad options allows you to limit the list view to only QuickLoad entries.
The Quick Scan option allows you to limit the text search by GTIN, MPN, or SRN.
Other checkbox options include Exclude prior imports.
NOTE: Model column entries determine whether an item can be imported as a matrix. By default all
associated entries with the same model name will be imported as a matrix. You can also tag selected
items with the same model name to include them in a tagged matrix.
Import -- select this button to import the item. Normal import procedures apply.
Example:
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View -- select this button to view items details. This information will vary depending on the supplier data.
Example:
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If show cost data is not enabled in Setup, press Ctrl-W to display it.
If the item is already on file in RMS, a warning message will appear in red text.
1.4.5.4.12 J&B Importers

Select J&B Importers to import items from J&B's product catalog or check availability. Tagged matrix and
tagged batch import is also supported.

Click Setup to set home warehouse location.
Example:

Select Update to update pictures, manufacturer part number, cost, GTIN, combination, mark
discontinued items as inactive, add a supplier based on GTIN match, or assign a supplier as the primary
supplier for items on file.
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Select Mapping to view current dept/category map for Hawley products.
Select Preview to view J&B's current product catalog.
Example:

Search by provides quick search options by Description or other columns.
J&B's catalog includes filtering options for Brand, Dept, and Category.
The QuickLoad options allows you to limit the list view to only QuickLoad entries.
The Quick Scan option allows you to limit the text search by GTIN, MPN, or SRN.
Other checkbox options include Exclude prior imports.
Date options include New items added since mm-dd-yy.
The Check Stock button will display quantities on hand at Hawley's warehouses since the last file
update (daily).
Example:
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NOTE: You can also tag selected items with the same model name to include them in a tagged matrix.
Picture -- select this button to view a picture (if available). Pictures will be downloaded and linked to the
product when imported.
Example:
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Import -- select this button to import the item. Normal import procedures apply.
Example:

View -- select this button to view items details. This information will vary depending on the supplier data.
Example:
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If show cost data is not enabled in Setup, press Ctrl-W to display it.
If the item is already on file in RMS, a warning message will appear in red text.

1.5

Contact Info
Digital Retail Solutions Contact Information
info@digitalretailer.com
Mailing Address:
Digital Retail Solutions Inc.
2014 Electric Rd PMB 205
Roanoke, VA 24018-1938
USA
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